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We confront the big bang for the beginning of the universe with an equivalent picture of a slow freeze — 
a very cold and slowly evolving universe. In the freeze picture the masses of elementary particles increase 
and the gravitational constant decreases with cosmic time, while the Newtonian attraction remains un-
changed. The freeze and big bang pictures both describe the same observations or physical reality. We 
present a simple “crossover model” without a big bang singularity. In the infinite past space–time is 
flat. Our model is compatible with present observations, describing the generation of primordial density 
fluctuations during inflation as well as the present transition to a dark energy-dominated universe.

© 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
The early stages in the evolution of our universe are generally 
depicted as a big bang. The temperature of an early plasma of radi-
ation and particles was much higher than the temperature of 2.7 K
measured in the cosmic microwave background (CMB), exceeding 
in early stages by far the temperature of the sun or any other ob-
ject in the present universe. This fireball resulted from a type of 
extremely fast primordial explosion — the big bang. Characteristic 
time scales of the early stages of the explosion were 10−30 sec-
onds or shorter, extremely tiny as compared to the present time 
scale of the cosmic expansion of around 1010 years.

In this note we contrast the big bang picture with a very dif-
ferent alternative picture of a slow freeze. We present a specific 
“crossover model” which is described both in the freeze and big 
bang pictures. In the freeze picture the characteristic mass scale is 
set by a parameter

μ = 2 · 10−33 eV. (1)

This parameter is about the value that the present Hubble param-
eter takes in the big bang picture. In contrast to the big bang 
picture, however, the time scale μ−1 = 1010 yr (h̄ = c = kB = 1) 
characterizes the evolution of the universe during the radiation-
and matter-dominated epochs as well. For the inflationary epoch 
in primordial cosmology, the characteristic time scale increases to 
even larger values, tending to infinity in the infinite past. The evo-
lution of the universe has always been very slow. The cosmological 
solution can be continued to the infinite past. No big bang singu-
larity is present.

In the freeze picture, the universe is shrinking rather than ex-
panding during the radiation- and matter-dominated epochs [1]. 
Correspondingly, the temperature decreases if we look back in time 
— the early universe was an extremely cold place. At the time 
when the CMB was emitted, the temperature of the plasma was 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2014.08.013
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only 82 mK. And the universe was even much colder further in 
the past. Looking backwards in time, we may associate the early 
stages of the universe with a state of “freeze” from which the uni-
verse is very slowly thawing.

Despite the striking differences to the big bang picture for 
the evolution of geometry and temperature, this freeze picture is 
compatible with all present cosmological and experimental ob-
servations. The crucial ingredient is the increase of all particle 
masses as well as the Planck mass, induced by a scalar field χ
whose value increases monotonically. In the infinite past, χ goes 
to zero, while its present value has reached the reduced Planck 
mass χ(t0) = M = 2.44 · 1018 GeV. In our normalization, χ can be 
associated directly with the variable Planck mass. The mass of the 
electron me or the proton mp is proportional to χ . The strict obser-
vational bounds on a time variation of the ratio between nucleon 
mass and Planck mass, or the ratio me/mp , are obeyed. The elec-
tromagnetic fine structure constant does not depend on χ , such 
that atomic binding energies scale ∼ me ∼ χ .

Looking towards the past, the electron mass decreases even 
faster than the temperature. At the time of the CMB emission one 
has me ≈ 14.2 eV, such that T /me = 5 · 10−7, with the binding en-
ergy of hydrogen around 50 times the temperature. The size of the 
hydrogen atom at this moment is 1.9 μm, a factor 36000 larger 
than the present Bohr radius. The scale factor at least scattering 
was larger than today, als/a0 ≈ 33. However, the ratio of the scale 
factor divided by the size of the hydrogen atom was a factor 1091 
smaller than at present, the same as in the big bang picture. Phys-
ical observables are dimensionless and can therefore depend only 
on dimensionless ratios of masses or lengths. Thus the big bang 
and freeze pictures can describe the same physical reality.

The potential and kinetic energy of the homogeneous scalar 
field χ(t) can be associated with dynamical dark energy [2,3]. 
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The scalar field χ plays the role of the cosmon. Our model con-
tains no fixed parameter for the gravitational constant. The Planck 
mass increases with time and is huge at present due to a long 
exponential increase of χ(t). The tiny ratio of the present dark 
energy density divided by the fourth power of the Planck mass, 
ρh(t0)/χ

4(t0) = ρh(t0)/M4, is explained dynamically and does not 
require any tuning of parameters. In the early stages of cosmology 
the same scalar field χ acts as the inflaton. Our model realizes 
“cosmon inflation” [4].

The proposed crossover model can be described equivalently in 
a big bang picture. This is achieved by a Weyl scaling [5,6] of the 
metric. In the resulting “Einstein frame” the Planck mass or me and 
mp do no longer depend on time. In this frame our model becomes 
a standard quintessence model with an exponential potential. Also 
inflation takes a familiar form. Physical observables do not depend 
on the choice of frame [7–11] (“field relativity” [1]). They are often 
computed most easily in the Einstein frame. The naturalness of our 
model is, however, better understood in the freeze frame.

We emphasize that the ratio between temperature and the 
electron mass was higher in the past than today in both pictures. 
In this relative sense the “hot plasma” inferred from nucleosynthe-
sis or the CMB is realized in nature, independently of the picture. 
When we compare the temperature of the plasma to the present 
temperature of the CMB the possible time evolution of the electron 
mass enters, however. This leads in the freeze picture to a plasma 
temperature much smaller than the present CMB-temperature.

In this note we investigate a very simple model which involves 
only three dimensionless parameters besides the masses and cou-
plings of the particles of the standard model of particle physics. 
It is compatible with all present cosmological observations, rang-
ing from primordial density fluctuations to the present properties 
of dark energy. Involving no more free parameters than the ΛCDM 
model of a cosmological constant, our model is subject to many 
observational tests and possible falsification.

Crossover model. The coupled cosmon-gravity system of our 
model is specified by the quantum effective action

Γ =
∫

d4x
√

g

{
−χ2

2
R +

(
2

α2
− 3

)
∂μχ∂μχ + V (χ)

}
, (2)

from which the field equations for the metric and the cosmon fol-
low by variation. The metric gμν appears in the curvature scalar R , 
∂μ = gμν∂ν and g = − det(gμν). For the cosmon potential we 
assume V = μ2χ2 for large χ and V = λχ4 for small χ , as im-
plemented by

V = μ2χ4

m2 + χ2
, λ = μ2

m2
. (3)

Stability requires α2 > 0, with α → ∞ corresponding to the “con-
formal value”. The action (2) involves two dimensionless parame-
ters α and λ. It specifies our model combined with an assumption 
on the χ -dependence of particle masses that we discuss next. For 
this simple model we will find solutions of the homogeneous and 
isotropic field equations which have no singularity and can account 
for all present observations in cosmology.

Our model is based on the assumption of the existence of two 
fixed points for quantum gravity. For the first one, relevant for 
χ = 0, scale symmetry is exact and not spontaneously broken. 
All particles are massless. The second fixed point corresponds to 
χ → ∞ where scale symmetry is again exact. For χ �= 0 scale 
symmetry is spontaneously broken, however, resulting in massive 
particles. For χ → ∞, spontaneous scale symmetry breaking in-
duces a Goldstone boson, the dilaton. Cosmology describes the 
transition between the two fixed points, with χ → 0 in the infi-
nite past and χ → ∞ in the infinite future. Intermediate values of 
χ are associated to a crossover between the two fixed points. In 
this region scale symmetry is violated by the appearance of param-
eters with dimension mass or length. In the scalar-gravity sector 
this concerns the potential (3).

Scale symmetry (or dilatation symmetry) plays a central role 
for the deeper particle physics understanding of our model and 
the judgment of its naturalness. (This symmetry is no longer easily 
visible in the Einstein frame.) Dilatation symmetry states the in-
variance of physics under a multiplicative scaling of all mass and 
associated length scales. It is realized as an exact symmetry if the 
quantum effective action contains no parameter with dimension of 
mass or length. The parameters μ or m in the potential (3) have 
dimension mass and reflect a violation of scale symmetry (dilata-
tion anomaly). Nevertheless, scale symmetry of the effective action 
(2) and the associated field equations is realized for the limits 
χ → 0 and χ → ∞. Besides the “explicit scale symmetry break-
ing” by the mass scales μ and m any cosmological solution with a 
non-vanishing χ amounts to “spontaneous scale symmetry break-
ing”. For present cosmology this spontaneous symmetry breaking 
is the dominant ingredient for the observed particle masses and 
the gravitational constant [2].

In general, quantum effects violate scale symmetry. This is re-
flected in the χ -dependence of dimensionless couplings as gauge 
couplings g or Yukawa couplings. For “running couplings” or non-
vanishing β-functions, as β̃g = χ∂ g(χ)/∂χ , the solution g(χ) can 
only depend on a dimensionless quantity as χ/m and therefore 
necessarily involves a mass scale m (dimensional transmutation). 
By the same argument, any χ -dependence of dimensionless ra-
tios, as me(χ)/mp(χ), mp(χ)/χ or V (χ)/χ4, reflects a violation 
of scale symmetry.

Since a dimensionless quantity as v = V /χ4 can only depend 
on m/χ , its flow equations in dependence on the “renormalization 
scale” m is directly related to the flow equation in dependence on 
the field χ

m
∂v

∂m
= −χ

∂v

∂χ
= −β̃v . (4)

We will assume the existence of two fixed points for m = 0 and 
m → ∞, or correspondingly for χ → ∞ and χ = 0, β̃v(χ = 0) = 0, 
β̃v(χ → ∞) = 0, with fixed point values v(χ = 0) = λ, v(χ →
∞) = 0. For a fixed point in the flow of all dimensionless couplings 
and ratios scale symmetry becomes exact. (This is well known 
from critical phenomena in statistical physics.) At a fixed point all 
β-functions for appropriately renormalized dimensionless quanti-
ties vanish. Since the β-functions and therefore their zeros are 
connected to quantum effects, we may call the scale symmetry as-
sociated to a fixed point “quantum scale symmetry”.

For χ → 0 we approximate in Eq. (3) m2 + χ2 by m2. The 
potential involves then only the dimensionless parameter λ and 
becomes indeed scale invariant. (Scale symmetry breaking terms 
are suppressed by χ2/m2.) In the asymptotic past t → −∞ the 
field χ approaches zero and our model realizes dilatation symme-
try. On the other hand, for χ → ∞ the potential divided by the 
fourth power of the effective Planck mass goes to zero, V /χ4 →
μ2/χ2 → 0. Up to small corrections ∼ μ2/χ2 the limit χ → ∞
describes again the approach to a situation with effective quan-
tum scale symmetry. A fixed point limχ→∞(V /χ4) = 0 solves the 
cosmological constant problem if the cosmological solution implies 
that χ diverges for asymptotic time t → ∞. This is realized for our 
model and explains why no fine tuning of parameters is needed in 
order to realize the tiny present dark energy density in units of the 
Planck mass.
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Finite non-vanishing values of χ describe a “crossover region” 
between the two fixed points. The crossover behavior is character-
ized by the presence of explicit mass scales, for our model given 
by μ and a second scale m ≈ 106μ. These mass scales describe 
the violation of dilatation symmetry in the scalar-gravity sector. 
The scalar-gravity sector of our model belongs to the class of mod-
els proposed by functional renormalization group investigations in 
dilaton quantum gravity [12]. There scale symmetry is a crucial 
ingredient for the establishment of a non-perturbatively renormal-
izable quantum field theory of gravity (asymptotic safety) [13–15].

Our model assumes that a crossover between two fixed points 
at χ = 0 and χ → ∞ is also realized in the particle physics sector. 
In these two limits the β-functions for all dimensionless quantities 
vanish. Dimensionless quantities become then independent of χ
and all masses scale proportional to χ . The values of the dimen-
sionless quantities are different for the two fixed points, however. 
We emphasize that the running of couplings as the gauge coupling 
g with χ/m should not be confounded with the running according 
to the standard model β-functions. The latter describe the depen-
dence of g on scale ratios, as momentum over Planck scale, or in 
our setting momentum/χ . (In a Coleman–Weinberg setting they 
account for the dependence on the ratio Fermi scale/Planck scale.) 
In contrast, β̃g accounts for the simultaneous change of all scales 
(typically with fixed scale ratios close to fixed points) with respect 
to a reference scale m. A vanishing of β̃g simply means that g , 
normalized at momentum ∼ χ , does not depend on χ . In con-
sequence, ΛQCD will be proportional to χ such that mp ∼ χ , as 
appropriate for a fixed point. (For more details see Refs. [4,16].)

The departure from the fixed point at χ = 0 for increasing χ is 
typically characterized by a certain number of relevant or marginal 
parameters. They determine the scales where the crossover to 
the fixed point for χ → ∞ takes place. In case of marginal cou-
plings these scales can be largely separated since the running is 
only logarithmic. We will assume that the crossover scale for the 
non-singlet sector of the standard model is common to all its 
dimensionless couplings since the β-functions connect the differ-
ent couplings. For simplicity we identify the associated crossover 
scale with χ = m. For the SU(3) × SU(2) × U (1)-singlet sector 
which describes physics beyond the standard model and influences 
the neutrino masses we assume a different crossover scale for χ
near M [17].

We will find that “late cosmology” after inflation corresponds 
to large values χ � m, a region already close to the fixed point 
for χ → ∞. This can explain why the dimensionless gauge cou-
plings of the standard model (normalized at a momentum scale χ ) 
are very close to their fixed point values, such that their variation 
with χ is tiny for late cosmology [18,19]. In turn, the confine-
ment scale of QCD scales proportional to χ . The same argument 
can explain why the expectation value of the Higgs doublet scales 
〈h̃〉 ∼ χ , and why Yukawa couplings become independent of χ . 
Therefore the electron and quark masses, as well as the nucleon 
masses or nuclear binding energies, scale ∼ χ with high accuracy. 
These features are crucial for a realistic model. Otherwise me/M or 
mp/M would depend on the value of a time-variable scalar field in 
the Einstein frame, violating strict observational bounds from the 
time variation of fundamental couplings and tests of the equiva-
lence principle.

For the large singlet scale MB−L , which characterizes the break-
ing of B − L symmetry in the standard model singlet sector, we 
assume that the crossover takes place in the present cosmologi-
cal epoch. This crossover typically describes a change from a fixed 
point value MB−L/χ close to one for χ = 0 to a different fixed 
point value MB−L/χ � 1 for χ → ∞. The masses of neutrinos in-
volve, besides the square of the vacuum expectation value of the 
Higgs-doublet h̃, the inverse of a high mass scale MB−L (see-saw 
mechanism), mν ∼ 〈h̃〉2/MB−L . While 〈h̃〉 ∼ χ , our assumption im-
plies that MB−L decreases for increasing χ in the present cosmo-
logical epoch. This will trigger a transition from matter domination 
to dark energy domination once neutrinos become non-relativistic 
[20,21] (typically at redshift z ≈ 5). More quantitatively, we take 
the neutrino mass mν(χ) as the average over neutrino species and 
define

γ̃ (χ) = 1

2

∂ ln(mν/χ)

∂ lnχ
, (5)

where γ̃ > 0 indicates the crossover behavior with mν increas-
ing faster than χ . In the future, for χ larger than the present 
value, neutrino masses may reach a fixed point scaling, similar to 
the other particle masses, γ̃ (χ → ∞) = 0. This is not relevant for 
the present and past, but decisive for the future of our universe. 
(For more details on the χ -dependence of neutrino masses see 
Ref. [17].)

We should stress that the relevant flow equations for the de-
pendence of couplings on χ/m have so far not be computed. Their 
computation should proceed along the lines outlined in Ref. [12], 
but this technically demanding task is outside the scope of this 
note. For the time being, we may simply summarize the main 
assumption of the crossover model for particle physics and their 
role for the cosmological evolution. The flow equation for the de-
pendence of dimensionless couplings on χ/m describe a crossover 
between two fixed points as a scalar field χ varies between the 
extreme values χ → 0 and χ → ∞. The presence of several “rele-
vant” or “marginal” couplings for the vicinity of the fixed point at 
χ = 0 can be associated to different characteristic mass scales for 
the crossover. Our model contains two such “crossover scales”. As 
χ increases beyond m the renormalizable couplings of the stan-
dard model switch to their asymptotic values for χ → ∞. Non-
renormalizable couplings reflecting a superheavy singlet sector, as 
neutrino mass terms, are supposed to change towards asymptotic 
values only in a region of larger χ , with ongoing crossover be-
havior at the present value of χ . In consequence, the resulting 
“crossover cosmology” also proceeds in two stages. A first stage for 
χ ≈ m can be associated roughly with the end of inflation. The sec-
ond stage of the crossover induces a substantial γ̃ for the present 
range of χ . In turn, neutrinos stop the evolution of the cosmon as 
soon as they become non-relativistic, triggering the transition to 
dark energy domination.

To sum up, the cosmology of our model depends on only 
three dimensionless parameters, μ/m, α and the present value 
γ̃ = γ̃ (χ0). (The parameter μ, cf. Eq. (2), only sets the units of 
mass.) This simple setting can account for all presently available 
cosmological observations, covering the generation of primordial 
density fluctuations during inflation, the radiation- and matter-
dominated periods with a small amount of early dark energy, and 
finally a present dark energy with a phenomenology close to a 
cosmological constant. Extensions of this minimal model with ad-
ditional parameters will be discussed at later stages.

Field equations. We assume a Robertson–Walker metric with 
scale factor a(t) and vanishing spatial curvature, as well as a ho-
mogeneous χ(t). The time evolution of χ is governed by the scalar 
field equation which follows from variation of the effective action 
(2). Besides the gradient of the potential ∂V /∂χ it is driven by the 
coupling to the curvature scalar R . As a consequence, χ is found 
to increase with time, despite the minimum of the potential at 
χ = 0. (The solution with χ = 0 is unstable with respect to small 
deviations.) Inserting R according to the gravitational field equa-
tions and defining

s = ln

(
χ

)
, x = χ2

2
= e2s, (6)
m m
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the time evolution of the scalar field obeys

s̈ + 3Hṡ + 2ṡ2 = α2μ2x2

2(1 + x)2
+ α2 g

4
. (7)

The Hubble parameter (for a standard Robertson–Walker metric) is 
determined by the gravitational field equation

(H + ṡ)2 = μ2x

3(1 + x)
+ 2ṡ2

3α2
+ T00

3m2x
. (8)

Here Tμν is the energy–momentum tensor of radiation and matter 
and

g = qχ

χ
− T μ

μ

χ2
(9)

involves qχ , the incoherent contribution of matter to the scalar 
field equation.

For a species of particles with mass scaling proportional to 
χ2γ̃+1 one has χqχ = −(2γ̃ +1)(ρ−3p), with ρ and p the energy 
density and pressure of this species. (For a more detailed display 
and discussion of the field equations and more details on qχ cf. 
Ref. [17].) For massless particles both qχ and T μ

μ vanish such that 
g = 0 for the radiation-dominated epoch. For particle masses ∼ χ
the two terms in Eq. (9) cancel. As a consequence, g obtains only 
a contribution from neutrinos ∼ γ̃ . It can be neglected as long as 
neutrinos are relativistic, i.e. for most of the cosmological evolution 
except a rather recent epoch.

Slow freeze primordial cosmology. For primordial cosmology we 
can neglect Tμν and g . The scale m no longer appears in Eqs. (7), 
(8) for the evolution of s and H , such that solutions for primordial 
cosmology will not involve the parameter λ explicitly. The “begin-
ning of the universe” (the usual “big bang”) corresponds in our 
setting to χ → 0 (x → 0) and we take the approximation x � 1.
Eqs. (7), (8) admit a solution that behaves for t → −∞ in leading 
order as

x =
( −2√

3α2μt

) 2
3

, H = μ

√
x

3
, ṡ = − 1

3t
. (10)

(More precisely, we can extend the solution (10) to a family of 
solutions by replacing t → t + c with constant c.) The asymptotic 
solution (10) is regular for arbitrarily large negative t — our model 
has no big bang singularity.

For t → −∞ the cosmon field χ goes to zero. The same holds 
for the Hubble parameter. The curvature scalar vanishes in the in-
finite past,

lim
t→−∞ R = 4μ2x = 4λχ2 ∼ (−t)−

2
3 , (11)

where we use

lim
t→−∞

(
Ḣ

H2

)
= lim

t→−∞

(
ṡ

H

)
=

( −α√
6μt

) 2
3

→ 0. (12)

By virtue of Eq. (12) the leading order behavior of the curvature 
tensor for t → −∞ becomes

Rμνρσ = H2(gμρ gνσ − gμσ gνρ). (13)

All invariants formed by contracting powers of Rμνσλ and its co-
variant derivatives with powers of gμν vanish for t → −∞. The 
universe has evolved from an infinite past for which the geome-
try of space–time was locally flat and χ was infinitesimally close 
to zero.
The characteristic time for the expansion is given by the inverse 
Hubble parameter, diverging for t → −∞ as H−1 ∼ (−t)1/3. This 
is consistent with the notion of an extremely slow beginning. We 
will see that the order of magnitude of the Hubble parameter is al-
ways given by the first term in Eq. (8), H2 ∼ μ2x/(1 + x). It never 
exceeds substantially the present value H ∼ μ, which obtains for 
x � 1. For primordial cosmology H is even further suppressed by 
a factor 

√
x. (For another proposal of a slow evolution during in-

flation see Ref. [22].)

Eternal universe. The “physical time” that has elapsed since the 
“infinite past” t → −∞ is infinite. In this sense the universe is 
eternal. For the solution (10) the scale factor increases

a(t) = a0 exp

{
−

(
−

√
3μt

2α

) 2
3
}
, (14)

less fast than exponential, but faster than any power. Primordial 
cosmology describes an inflationary epoch. For −t � 2α/(

√
3μ)

conformal time (dη = dt/a(t)) can be approximated by

η(t) = −
(

−9α2t

2μ2

) 1
3

a−1(t) = −α
√

3

2μa
ln

a0

a
(15)

(with possible additive constants t → t + c, η → η + c′). Between 
t0 and t1 photons travel a comoving distance η(t1) −η(t0). For any 
given fixed time t1 and t0 → −∞ this distance tends to infinity. 
For η → −∞ the scale factor obeys approximately

a(η) = −α
√

3

2μη
ln

(
−2μa0η

α
√

3

)
. (16)

In the past the causal structure of the universe is the same as for 
flat Minkowski space, with no singularity encountered. Geodesics 
are complete for photons or massive particles at rest (in comov-
ing coordinates). In general, massive particles do not move on 
geodesics, due to an additional “force” induced by the change of 
mass.

For massive particles with non-zero momentum p(t) at finite 
time t the momentum diverges for t → −∞. Such particles be-
come photon-like in the infinite past. Proper time in units of the 
inverse particle mass, dτ̃ = χ dτ , can no longer be used for a def-
inition of physical time. Dimensionless time intervals dτ̃ go to 
zero simply because the unit χ−1 diverges. One finds a finite dis-
tance in τ̃ to the infinite past which reflects this shortcoming. 
For photons or particles that become photon-like in the infinite 
past we may use the number of oscillations of the wave function 
as a coordinate- and frame-invariant definition of physical time. 
Towards the infinite past this physical time is proportional to con-
formal time η, such that the physical time distance to the infinite 
past indeed diverges. (See Ref. [23] for more details on this is-
sue.)

The family of cosmological solutions with asymptotic behavior 
(10) (t → t + c) is a stable attractor as time increases. This stability 
property defines the arrow of time [17]. We may insert Eq. (8) into 
Eq. (7) and rescale time, t̃ = μt , s′ = ∂s/∂ t̃ = ṡ/μ, s′′ = s̈/μ2, such 
that the evolution of s is given by a simple non-linear second order 
differential equation which only involves the parameter α,

s′′ − s′ 2 + √
3s′

√
e2s

1 + e2s
+ 2s′ 2

α2
− α2

2

e4s

(1 + e2s)2
= 0. (17)

We have solved this equation numerically and find that all initial 
conditions with large negative s(t̃0) and small enough s′(t̃0) ap-
proach the family of scaling solutions as t increases.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of x(t) for three different initial conditions at t0 = −400/μ. The 
unit of time is μ−1 = 1010 yr and α = 10. We also display the asymptotic solution 
(10). The upper curve shows the solution of Eq. (17) with the same initial conditions 
as the asymptotic solution. It cannot be distinguished from the asymptotic solution.

We display the evolution of x for three different initial condi-
tions in Fig. 1. All solutions reach soon the scaling solution (10)
up to horizontal shifts t → t + c. The upper curve coincides with 
the asymptotic solution (10) with t → t + c̄. Here we have cho-
sen c̄ such that t = 0 corresponds to the time when primordial 
fluctuations on scales of cosmic structures have left the horizon 
(see below). Units of time are μ−1 = 1010 yr, such that the range 
shown in Fig. 1 spans 8 · 1012 yr. The solutions follow the scaling 
solution with high accuracy until inflation ends at t = 5470μ−1 ≈
5.5 · 1013 yr, when x starts to increase rapidly and H starts to de-
crease. The slow evolution in primordial cosmology is underlined 
by the observation that the time between horizon crossing and the 
end of inflation amounts to about 4000 times the age of the uni-
verse in the big bang picture.

While the scaling solution can be continued to t → −∞, there 
is actually no need that the “initial state” of the universe is given 
precisely by the scaling solution. Due to the attractive character 
of the family of scaling solutions one may envisage a rather wide 
range of possible initial states. For example, the “initial universe” 
may be described by quantum fluctuations of χ around χ = 0 in 
flat space. For fluctuations that are homogeneous enough the scale 
factor will start an inflationary expansion according to the scaling 
solution (14). Different “initial regions” may have different expan-
sion histories, as in chaotic inflation [24,25]. The field equations 
have an exact homogeneous solution χ = 0, R = 0 which corre-
sponds to the fixed point. Small deviations from this solution are 
unstable.

With the small values of Ḣ/H2 and ṡ/H in Eq. (12), the pri-
mordial cosmology can be associated with an epoch of single 
field slow roll inflation. Inflation ends once Ḣ becomes of the 
same order as H2. For α � 1 this happens in the region of small 
x ≈ 1/α � 1 (see below). One expects a subsequent epoch of 
entropy production and heating of the universe, resulting in a 
radiation-dominated epoch. Details of the entropy production de-
pend on particle masses and couplings in the region of small x
which we do not model here explicitly. A discussion of various 
mechanisms for entropy production after inflation in this type of 
varying gravity models (in the Einstein frame) can be found in 
Refs. [4,26].

Slow freeze cosmological history. The end of inflation starts the 
crossover from x � 1 to x � 1. The subsequent radiation-, matter-
and dark energy-dominated epochs correspond to “late cosmolo-
gy” with x � 1. For late cosmology the potential takes a simple 
quadratic form V = μ2χ2 such that only two cosmological param-
eters α and γ̃ remain relevant.
The potential approximated by V = μ2χ2 has been discussed 
in detail in Ref. [17] (model A), and also the kinetic term coin-
cides with Ref. [17] for x � 1. We only briefly describe here the 
main features of cosmology for x � 1. The universe shrinks in the 
radiation-dominated epoch with a constant negative Hubble pa-
rameter

H = −α

2
μ, (18)

while the value of the cosmon field χ increases exponentially ac-
cording to

ṡ = χ̇

χ
= αμ, χ ∼ exp(αμt). (19)

Due to the shrinking of the universe with scale factor a ∼ 1/
√

χ

the energy density in radiation increases ∼ χ2,

ρr = 3

(
α2

4
− 1

)
μ2χ2, (20)

similar to the potential and kinetic energy in the homogeneous 
scalar field which obey

ρh = V + 2

α2
χ̇2 = 3μ2χ2. (21)

This results in a constant fraction of early dark energy [27,
28]

ρh

ρr + ρh
= Ωe = 4

α2
. (22)

While the temperature increases during radiation domination, 
T ∼ (ρr)

1
4 ∼ √

χ , the particle masses increase even faster ∼ χ . 
The equilibrium number density of a given species gets strongly 
Boltzmann-suppressed once a particle mass exceeds T . With Fermi 
scale 〈h̃〉 ∼ χ and ΛQCD ∼ χ , as well as constant dimension-
less couplings, the decay rates scale ∼ χ , and all cross sections 
and interaction rates scale with the power of χ corresponding to 
their dimension. As a consequence, nucleosynthesis proceeds as in 
usual cosmology, now triggered by nuclear binding energies and 
the neutron–proton mass difference exceeding the temperature as 
χ increases. The evolution of all dimensionless quantities is the 
same as in standard cosmology, once we measure time in units 
of the (decreasing) inverse nucleon mass. The resulting element 
abundancies are essentially the same as in standard cosmology. 
The only difference arises from the presence of a fraction of early 
dark energy (22). This acts similarly to the presence of an addi-
tional radiation component, resulting in a lower bound on α from 
nucleosynthesis [2,29–31]. Later on, protons and electrons combine 
to hydrogen once the atomic binding energy (increasing ∼ χ ) ex-
ceeds the temperature T ∼ √

χ . Up to small effects of early dark 
energy the quantitative properties of the CMB-emission are the 
same as in standard cosmology. The effect of early dark energy 
on the detailed distribution of CMB-anisotropies gives so far the 
strongest bound on α, α � 10, [32–37].

The ratio of matter to radiation energy density increases as 
ρm/ρr ∼ χa, with a ∼ χ− 1

2 during radiation domination (T a =
const.). This triggers the transition to a matter-dominated scaling 

solution once ρm exceeds ρr , given again by a shrinking de Sitter 
universe

H = − αμ

3
√

2
, ṡ = αμ√

2
, ρm = 2

3

(
α2 − 3

)
μ2χ2, (23)

with a constant fraction of early dark energy Ωe = 3/α2. Obser-
vations of redshifts of distant galaxies are explained by the size 
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of atoms shrinking faster than the distance between galaxies [1,
38–40], resulting in an increase of the relevant ratio ∼ aχ .

In a rather recent cosmological epoch (z ≈ 5) the neutrinos be-
come non-relativistic. For γ̃ � 1 the increase of their mass faster 
than χ stops effectively the time evolution of the cosmon field due 
to g �= 0 in Eq. (7). The dark energy density ρh remains frozen at 
the value it had at this moment, relating it to the average neutrino 
mass. More precisely, the cosmological solution oscillates around 
a very slowly evolving “average solution” for which the r.h.s. of 
Eq. (7) vanishes to a good approximation, V = γ̃ ρν . This yields for 
the homogeneous dark energy density ρh the interesting quantita-
tive relation [20]

ρ
1
4

h = 1.27

(
γ̃ mν

eV

) 1
4

10−3 eV. (24)

(Present neutrino masses on earth may deviate from the value of 
mν according to the cosmological average solution, due to oscil-
lations and a reduction factor for neutrinos inside large neutrino 
lumps [41,42]. Cosmological bounds on mν are modified due to 
the mass variation.) For low redshift z � 5 cosmology is very sim-
ilar to the ΛCDM-model with an effective equation of state for 
dark energy (more precisely the coupled cosmon–neutrino fluid) 
very close to −1,

w = −1 + Ων

Ωh
= −1 + mν(t0)

12 eV
. (25)

An important distinction to the ΛCDM-model is the clumping of 
the neutrino background on very larges scales which may render 
it observable [41,43–45]. The parameter μ in Eq. (1) obtains from 
the observed value of the present dark energy density √ρh = (2 ·
10−3 eV)2 ≈ √

V = μM . This also fixes γ̃ mν = 6.15 eV.

Einstein frame. Cosmological observables involve only dimen-
sionless quantities. They are independent of the choice of fields 
used for their description (field relativity). For a quantitative dis-
cussion of observables it is advantageous to choose a “frame” 
(choice of “field-coordinates”) in which the Planck mass is con-
stant. Except for neutrinos this also results in constant particle 
masses for late cosmology.

Performing a Weyl scaling to the Einstein frame the effective 
action (2) becomes

Γ =
∫

d4x
√

g′
(

− M2

2
R ′ +Lkin + V ′

)
, (26)

with

V ′ = μ2M4

m2 + χ2
, Lkin = 2M2

α2χ2
∂μχ∂μχ. (27)

(Primes denote the metric and other quantities in the Einstein 
frame.) The standard normalization of the scalar kinetic term in 
the Einstein frame is realized by

σ = 2M

α
ln

(
χ

m

)
= 2Ms

α
, Lkin = 1

2
∂μσ∂μσ . (28)

The potential,

V ′(σ ) = λM4
[

1 + exp

(
ασ

M

)]−1

= λM4

(1 + x)
, (29)

is constant for large negative σ (x � 1) and decreases exponen-
tially with σ for large positive σ (x � 1). Neutrino masses depend 
on σ according to ∂ ln mν/∂σ = −β/M , β = −αγ̃ , while all other 
particle masses in the standard model take their known fixed val-
ues.

Inflation and primordial density fluctuations. We next describe the 
inflationary cosmology of our model in the Einstein frame where 
the spectrum of primordial density fluctuations can be computed 
in a standard way. For x � 1 we can approximate H by a constant,

H =
√

λ

3
M, σ̈ + √

3λMσ̇ + ∂V ′

∂σ
= 0, (30)

with

∂V

∂σ
= − αλM3x

(1 + x)2
≈ −αλM3 exp

(
ασ

M

)
. (31)

(Here H and t refer to the Einstein frame and differ from corre-
sponding quantities in the slow freeze scheme.) For the primordial 
inflationary phase one can neglect σ̈ as compared to 3Hσ̇ . The 
solutions of Eq. (30) then read

σ(t) = − M

α
ln

(
cσ − α2

√
λ

3
Mt

)
, (32)

with cσ an integration constant. They approximate a family of 
attractor solutions in the space of general isotropic and homoge-
neous solutions of the field equations. The logarithmic increase of 
−σ for t → −∞ reflects the approach to x = 0 with an inverse 
power law

x =
[

cσ − α2

√
λ

3
Mt

]−1

. (33)

This corresponds to the asymptotic solution (10), taking into ac-
count that the time variable differs between two frames.

We observe that also in the Einstein frame the solution (33) can 
be continued to t → −∞, with finite curvature invariants in this 
limit. The absence of a big bang singularity is similar to the asymp-
totic de Sitter space found earlier in higher dimensional inflation 
[25,46]. While de Sitter space shows no singularity in geometric in-
variants, it is sometimes considered as singular due to geodesic in-
completeness [47,48]. The proper time distance to the infinite past 
t → −∞ diverges for all “asymptotic massive particles” for which 
the ratio momentum/mass remains finite. In contrast, one finds a 
finite proper time distance (geodesic incompleteness) for particles 
that become photon-like in the infinite past. This is the behav-
ior we have found already in the freeze frame, with dimensionless 
proper time τ̃ in the freeze frame corresponding to proper time in 
the Einstein frame. Proper time cannot be used for a definition of 
physical time for photon-like particles. Thus the “incompleteness” 
of time-like geodesics does not indicate a “beginning” of the use 
of proper time. This issue is discussed in detail in Ref. [23].

The inflationary phase ends for −Ḣ/H2 = σ̇ 2/(2M2 H2) ≈ 1. 
With

σ̇

M H
= αx (34)

we may associate the end of inflation with

x f = 1

α
. (35)

(With σ̈ /(3Hσ̇ ) ≈ α2x/3 the validity of the neglection of the 
σ̈ -term ends for a somewhat smaller value x̄ f = 3/α2. Substituting 
x̄ f for x f only results in very small modifications of the estimates 
below. The time needed for the evolution from x̄ f to x f is less 
than an e-folding.)
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A quantitative discussion of the generation of density fluctua-
tions during the inflationary epoch is facilitated by the choice of 
a scalar field variable for which the potential takes a “standard” 
exponential form. Indeed, for

ϕ = M

α
ln

(
1 + χ2

m2

)
, (36)

the potential reads

V ′ = λM4 exp

(
−αϕ

M

)
, (37)

while the kinetic term involves now a non-trivial “kinetical” k2(ϕ),

Lkin = 1

2
k2(ϕ)∂μϕ∂μϕ,

k2 =
(

m2 + χ2

χ2

)2

= exp(
2αϕ

M )

(exp(
αϕ
M ) − 1)2

. (38)

For ϕ → ∞ the field ϕ has the standard normalization, k2(ϕ →
∞) = 1 and our model describes a standard quintessence model 
with an exponentially decreasing potential. (In this limit the dif-
ference between ϕ and σ becomes insignificant.)

The inflationary period corresponds to χ → 0 or ϕ → 0. With 
our normalization of ϕ the computation of the properties of the 
primordial density fluctuations becomes very simple [17]. The slow 
roll parameters ε and η depend only on the kinetical k2(ϕ)

ε = α2

2k2
, η = 2ε − M

α

∂ε

∂ϕ
. (39)

For ϕ → 0 one has

k−2 = α2ϕ2

M2
, ε = α4ϕ2

2M2
, η = −α3ϕ

M
. (40)

The slow roll conditions ε � 1, |η| � 1 are obeyed for ϕ → 0. 
Following the behavior at larger values of ϕ we use

ε = α2x2

2(1 + x)2
, x = exp

(
αϕ

M

)
− 1,

η = 2ε − (1 + x)
∂ε

∂x
= −α2x(1 − x)

(1 + x)2
. (41)

The number of e-foldings before the end of inflation is related 
to x by

N(x) = 1

αM

ϕ f∫
ϕ

dϕ′ k2(ϕ′) = 1

α2

x f∫
x

dx′ k2(x′)
1 + x′ , (42)

where ϕ f or x f denote the values at the end of inflation. Using 
Eq. (38), i.e. k2 = (1 + x)2/x2, one obtains

N(x) = c(x)

α2x
, c(x) = 1 − x

x f
+ x ln

x f

x
. (43)

The factor c(x) is close to one for small x/x f . For α2 � 1 and N ≈
60 one finds indeed a very small

x(N) = c

Nα2
, (44)

and Eq. (35) yields in leading order

c = 1 − 1
. (45)
Nα
Up to tiny corrections this implies for the slow roll parameters η
and ε

ε ≈ 1

2N2α2
, η ≈ − 1

N
, ε ≈ η2

2α2
. (46)

Our crossover model predicts the spectral index to be indepen-
dent of α

n = 1 + 2η − 6ε ≈ 1 − 2

N
≈ 0.96 − 0.967, (47)

where we have taken 50 < N < 60. The amplitude ratio r of tensor 
fluctuations compared to scalar fluctuations is found to be very 
small, depending on α

r = 16ε = 8

N2α2
< 3 · 10−5. (48)

Both values fit very well the findings of the Planck satellite [37]. 
For reproducing the measured amplitude of the primordial density 
fluctuations we need

24π2� = V ′

εM4
≈ μ2

εm2
≈ 5 · 10−7. (49)

One infers that the ratio μ/m must be small, typically of the order 
10−6 for α ≈ 10,

μ

m
≈ 5

Nα
· 10−4. (50)

The entropy production at the end of inflation depends on (pos-
sibly ϕ-dependent) masses and couplings of particles with mass 
smaller than 

√
λM , that we do not specify here, cf. Refs. [4,26]

The asymptotic regime of late cosmology x � 1 is reached at 
early stages of the radiation-dominated epoch. We will assume 
that masses and couplings of all particles (except for the neutrino 
sector) are already close to their fixed point values for χ → ∞
long before nucleosynthesis. They are then constant in the Einstein 
frame. The effective action (26), (37), (38) describes a standard 
model of dynamical dark energy or quintessence with an expo-
nential potential. The cosmic attractor or “tracker” solution [2,29,
49] results in a decrease of dark energy proportional to radiation 
or matter. This explains the present tiny value of the dark energy 
density as a consequence of the large age of the universe. Neu-
trinos couple to ϕ with β = −γ̃ α, stopping the evolution of ϕ
once they get non-relativistic according to the “growing neutrino 
quintessence” scenario [20,21].

Future of the universe. The future of the universe depends on the 
behavior of the neutrino mass as ϕ or χ increase. We will as-
sume here that the crossover towards the fixed point for χ → ∞
ends for χ � m̄. For χ � m̄ neutrino masses scale ∼ χ in the 
freeze scheme and become independent of ϕ in the Einstein frame, 
γ̃ → 0, β → 0. As a consequence, cosmology turns back to a 
matter-dominated universe. In the far future the role of dark en-
ergy will again be reduced to a small fraction Ωh = 3/α2 according 
to the scaling solution. In the Einstein frame the neutrino mass will 
reach a fixed value m̄ν . For sufficiently large m̄ν (say m̄ν > 1 keV),
the neutrinos will by far dominate the energy density of the uni-
verse.

In the freeze scheme the masses of all particles, including now 
the neutrinos, continue to increase ∼ χ . The future universe will 
shrink again, according to the solution (23). The scale factor will 
go exponentially to zero

a(t) = ā exp(−h̄t), h̄ = αμ

3
√

2
. (51)

In conformal time this implies (for suitable constants ā, η̄)
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a(η) = ā

h̄(η − η̄)
, η = η̄ + 1

h̄
exp(h̄t). (52)

Photons can travel infinitely for η → ∞. Also the trajectories of 
massive particles can be continued to infinite time. Between the 
(infinite) past for χ → 0 and the (infinite) future for χ → ∞ the 
universe is regular.

Discussion. We have described the cosmology of our crossover 
model in two different pictures or frames, as a slow freeze or a 
big bang, according to the choice of frame (2) or (26). One may 
ask which picture is more “natural”. In a situation where parti-
cle masses and the cosmic time scale H−1 evolve differently with 
time, this amounts to a gauge of clocks in units of inverse parti-
cle masses (Einstein frame) or in cosmological time units (freeze 
scheme). For late cosmology the use of time units inversely pro-
portional to the particle masses seems preferable and one may opt 
for the Einstein frame as the most natural picture. For primordial 
cosmology the particle masses approach zero for t → −∞ in the 
freeze scheme. This is no problem, massless particles being fully 
consistent. A choice of time scale given by the inverse of the par-
ticle masses may no longer be well adapted, however. It seems 
more natural to use a fixed “cosmological time unit”, as given, for 
example, by the parameter μ−1. One may then prefer the freeze 
scheme (2), with characteristic time scales of the cosmic evolu-
tion given for all epochs by μ−1 = 1010 yr, cf. Eqs. (18), (23). This 
choice avoids the problem of characteristic times getting shorter 
and shorter as we go back in the history of the universe in the 
Einstein frame. In this sense many apparently “problematic aspect-
s” of the big bang picture can be associated to a choice of clocks 
that is not optimally suited. We emphasize that a choice of clocks 
does not only involve a coordinate choice, but also a choice of the 
metric or frame.

In the freeze picture Newton’s “constant” diverges ∼ χ−2 for 
t → −∞ and one may be worried about gravity getting strong 
and uncontrollable. For particle masses ∼ χ , as appropriate for 
a fixed point for χ → 0, the strength of the long-distance grav-
itational attraction between two particles becomes independent 
of χ , however. The propagation of massless particles “feels” only 
the conformal aspects of geometry. These two effects of gravity 
are actually independent of χ and do not diverge for χ → 0. For a 
discussion of graviton–graviton scattering we add to the effective 
action a term ∼ C

√
g R2. With dimensionless C this term is scale 

invariant and its presence is expected at the fixed point χ = 0. We 
have neglected this term so far since it plays at all stages a sub-
leading role for the cosmological solution if λ = μ2/m2 � 1. In the 
freeze frame one finds indeed R2 � χ2|R| due to H2/χ2 = λ/3. 
Graviton scattering with fixed non-zero momentum will be dom-
inated, however, by the R2-type term in the limit χ → 0. In this 
limit the gravitational interactions are governed by fourth order 
gravity and become independent of χ , cf. Ref. [23]. Thus graviton–
graviton scattering or the gravitational scattering of particles at 
non-zero momentum transfer do not become divergent in the infi-
nite past.

For a given effective action all frames can be used equivalently. 
The choice of frame becomes important, however, if one wants to 
relate an effective action of the type (2) or (26) to a quantum 
computation of a possible (non-perturbative) ultraviolet fixed point 
which can define consistent quantum gravity [12]. In principle, 
the effect of quantum fluctuations can be computed equivalently 
in arbitrary frames. The transition between two frames involves, 
however, a Jacobian from the functional measure, which is often 
difficult to handle. In practice, one will select a given frame by as-
suming (implicitly) a “unit Jacobian”.

In this context we note that a judgment of the naturalness 
of a given effective action in a quantum field theory of gravity 
gets possibly obscured by the fact that the effective action looks 
rather different in different frames. For example, an appropriate 
χ -dependent rescaling of the metric can cast the effective action 
(2) into the form

Γ =
∫

d4x
√

g̃

{
−χ2 + m2

2
R̃

+ 1

2
K̃∂μχ∂μχ + μ2(m2 + χ2)}, (53)

with

K̃ = 4(χ2 + m2)

α2χ2
− 6χ2

χ2 + m2
. (54)

In this frame the effective Planck mass and the cosmon potential 
reach for χ → 0 constant values m and V 0 = μ2m2 = λm4. The 
potential Ṽ is now a simple polynomial, while K̃ diverges ∼ χ−2. 
The scale symmetry for χ → 0 is no longer visible. Late cosmology 
is described in the same freeze picture as for the action (2), only 
inflation is described in a different picture.

Cosmological predictions are rather insensitive to many details 
of models similar to Eq. (2). For example, the existence of scaling 
solutions with a constant early dark energy fraction Ωe (and corre-
sponding decrease of the dark energy density ∼ t−2 in the Einstein 
frame) only requires that V increases for large χ with a power less 
than four [2]. Replacing in Eq. (2) the potential by

V = λm4χ4

(m2 + χ2)2
(55)

and rescaling α → α/2 leaves all predictions for late cosmol-
ogy (x � 1) unchanged [17]. Now V becomes constant for large 
χ, V 0 = λm4 = (2 · 10−3 eV)4. Also the spectrum of primordial 
density fluctuations generated during inflation remains almost the 
same, up to a change α → α/2 in Eqs. (48), (50). (More pre-
cisely, the expression k2 = (1 + x)2/x2 remains the same, but now 
1 + x = exp(αϕ/2M), η ≈ −α2x/2, x(N) ≈ 2/(Nα2). While n re-
mains unchanged, one has r = 32/(N2α2), 

√
λ = 10−3/(Nα).) Nev-

ertheless, the picture of the universe is different from the slow 
freeze picture with potential (3). One now finds a static universe 
during radiation domination and expansion during matter domi-
nation, similar to late cosmology for model (B) in Ref. [17]. With 
λ = 10−12 the dimensionful parameters are given by m = 2 eV, 
μ = √

λm = 2 · 10−6 eV, differing strongly from Eq. (1).
As mentioned before, we could add to the effective action (2)

terms ∼ R2, Rμν Rμν or Rμνρσ Rμνρσ with constant coefficients (or 
coefficients showing a crossover between different constants for 
the fixed points at χ → 0 and χ → ∞). Such terms are compati-
ble with our crossover model with scale symmetry for χ → 0 and 
χ → ∞. Comparing R with χ2 for the primordial scaling solu-
tion (10), (11) yields R/χ2 = 4λ. In view of the small value for 
λ = μ2/m2 required from the amplitude of primordial density fluc-
tuations (50), modifications from higher order curvature terms are 
tiny unless their coefficients are huge. The role of such terms for 
late cosmology is even suppressed further.

Of course, one may also consider modifications of the poten-
tial or kinetic term in the effective action (2) that have more 
pronounced effects on the spectrum of the primordial density fluc-
tuation. For example, replacing Eq. (3) by [23]

V = μ2χ2x

1 + x
, x =

(
χ2

m2

)1− α̃
α

(56)

yields for the spectral index n and tensor amplitude r
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n = 1 − 2α2x(N) − α̃2, r = 8
(
α̃ + αx(N)

)2
,

x(N) = (α̃/α)
(
exp

{
α̃(α − α̃)N

} − 1
)−1

. (57)

For α̃α � 1/N this implies r = 8α̃2, n = 1 − r/8. If substantial 
tensor fluctuations are observed one may need the additional pa-
rameter α̃, but for the moment we may stick to the simplest model 
withe α̃ = 0.

We conclude that in the freeze picture rather simple and min-
imal models can describe a realistic cosmology from inflation to 
present dark energy domination. Our crossover model with the 
three parameters α, λ and γ̃ has no more free parameters than the 
standard ΛCDM model. The parameter γ̃ determines the present 
dark energy density, cf. Eq. (24), and the combination α

√
λ is 

fixed by the amplitude of the primordial density fluctuations, cf. 
Eq. (50). The spectral index n is not a free parameter, in contrast 
to ΛCDM. This allows for falsification by a precision measurement 
of n. On the other hand, the parameter α has no correspondence 
in the ΛCDM-model. It determines the evolution of the scalar field 
for all cosmological epochs. Both the prediction of the tensor to 
scalar ratio r in Eq. (48) and of the fraction of early dark energy in 
Eq. (22) (and similar for matter domination) depend on α. This 
relates quantities in late and early cosmology, namely the frac-
tion in early dark energy Ωe and the tensor amplitude r. Our 
model predicts n ≈ 0.96 and r < 3 · 10−5. Finding non-vanishing
early dark energy or the large neutrino lumps of growing neutrino 
quintessence could be interpreted as important hints towards our 
scenario. A cosmological model with no more free parameters than 
the ΛCDM-model is highly predictive!
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